
Personnel (elected): Belitz
Majewski
Parthasarathy
Toner
van Enk
Fisher

Post-tenure (elected): Brau
Kribs
Steck

Dir. Undergrad Studies: Fisher
Livelybrooks, ex-officio

Dir. Graduate Studies: Gregory

Dir. Summer Session: Micklavzina

Class Scheduling Coord.: Bothun

Large classroom scheduling: Micklavzina

TA Training: Micklavzina

General Physics Coord.: Jenkins

Library Rep.: Parthasarathy

Affirmative Action Coord.: Nöckel

Director, Pine Mt Observatory: Bothun

Assoc Dir., Pine Mt Observatory: Fisher

Pre-Engineering Advisor: Livelybrooks

Professional Options Advisor: Boggs

Newsletter: Brau

SPS Advisor: Micklavzina

Colloquium Fall: Chang

Colloquium Winter: Raymer/Corwin

Colloquium Spring: Belitz/Corwin

Optics search: Raymer (chair)
Corwin
McMorran
Steck
van Enk

Curriculum: Bothun (chair)
Boggs
Livelybrooks
Majewski
Micklavzina

Graduate Admissions: Deutsch (chair)
Aleman
Haydock
Kribs
Torrence
Gregory, ex-officio

Graduate Recruitment: McMorran (chair)
Aleman
Corwin
Steck
Ursell

Graduate Studies: Bothun (chair)
Chang
Parthasarathy
Gregory (ex officio)

Exam: Imamura (chair)
Nöckel
Ursell
van Enk

Exam preparation liaisons: Haydock
Nöckel

Space: Brau (chair)
Raymer
Taylor

Development and alumni: Brau (chair)
Fisher
Raymer
Frey (ex officio)

Faculty and student awards: Brau
Livelybrooks
Frey

Internship (GIP) admissions: Aleman
McMorran
Gregory